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1. INTRODUCTION.

It has been two years since the writing of the first report “Traffic in Cottingham
Village; August 2016”. This paper is a report on progress since that time. .
It is still slow work trying to improve the situation around the village. There have been
some improvements undertaken and some in the “pipe line” ready to be enacted.
These are shown alongside the text and photographs throughout the document.
All attempts made by the Council to improve parking facilities around the village have
been frustrated either by cost or legal implications. Nevertheless the Council will
continue to investigate ways to improve parking facilities, albeit that there appears to
be no easy answers.
Further frustrations occur when attempts are made to improve the state of the village
roads. Faced with a County Council, whose Highways Department is responsible for
maintaining roads, and who is in a financial crisis, it is understandable that finding
funding to do all that is necessary is difficult. However, we will keep lobbying the
County Council to do more.
It has not all been doom and gloom this year, we have had some small successes in
obtaining a “No Through Sign” on Berryfield Road, resurrection of the one way
arrows on schools lane and the repainting of white lines and the zebra crossing on
the outside of the school. In addition a radar speed sign has been in operation on
Corby Road for some months. A yellow line survey was undertaken by the Council to
discover the opinions of villagers towards the yellow lines painted around the shop
area of the village. The recommendations from this are shown on the text.
Community Speed Watch is an initiative run by the Northamptonshire Police Force.
The Council held nine sessions over a two week period to check the speed of
vehicles though the village using a radar device issued by the Police.
The village grass verges continue to deteriorate not helped by the work of Gigaclear
and Anglian Water. It is worth reminding drivers that whilst parking on verges may
not be illegal, driving onto them where there is a raised kerb is.
There has been a spate of inconsiderate parking, the Council does ask drivers to
consider other people particularly pedestrians.
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2. SCOPE OF REPORT.

As outlined in the introduction, this report is an update on existing reports and as
such does not offer the detail of the original in all aspects.
The following still apply:
Responsibility for highways rests with the Northamptonshire Highways Department
who have been given legal powers under the Highways Act 1980 and in part by the
Local Government Act of 1985.
“Outside Greater London the council of a county [or metropolitan district] are the
highway authority for all highways in the county [or, as the case may be, the district],
whether or not maintainable at the public expense [..]”.
(Highways Act 1980, ch.66 part 1).
The Northamptonshire County Council also has responsibility for the maintenance of
highways which require public funding to maintain.
Verge cutting and maintenance has been accepted as the responsibility of
Cottingham Parish Council.
As a Parish Council, Cottingham Parish Council must approach Northamptonshire
Highways Authority, possible via Corby Borough Council, if the Parish requires any
work involving highways to be undertaken. At a time when Councils are facing
budget cuts, finding solutions to the issues raised in this report, which will inevitably
incur expense, are going to be difficult. Hence, this report can only be advisory.
(Traffic in Cottingham Village; August 2016)
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3. STATE OF THE VILLAGE ROADS.

Corby Road

Blind Lane

High Street/ School Lane junction)

Mill Road

Footpath damage;,Rockingham Road
(just below Blind Lane)

Cracks and potholes, Ripley Road

A number of potholes shown in previous reports have been repaired. However, as
the above pictures show that there is still a considerable amount of work required to
bring the village roads to a reasonable condition.
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4. ROAD MARKINGS AND SINAGE.

The Zebra Crossing and the surrounding
central road markings were improved by the
County Council.
Unfortunately the road surface is deteriorating
and this is affecting the quality of the road paint.

The missing arrow on School Lane has been
replaced, albeit in the wrong place.

This is the remnants of what should be a 30mph
restriction sign on Mill Road.

Finally, the “No Through Road “sign at the
entrance to Berryfield Road has been erected.
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A Yellow Line Survey undertaken by the Council
during March 2018. The survey from and results
can be seen on the Parish Council Website
www.cottingham-northants-pc.org.uk

From the results the following recommendations were made:
1. Keep the lines (i.e. don’t remove any).
2. Increase the lines by approximately 10 feet (3 m) down high street (opposite the
Spread Eagle).
3. Don’t increase the lines near the shop or school - this is seen as probably
problematic.
4. Re-paint the lines in the thinner, primrose format as described in the survey form.
5. Investigate arranging a Fire Engine trial run to ensure that emergency vehicles
have access to all properties.
6. Explore options for traffic calming e.g. solar powered speed indicators as
motorists come down Corby Road. Although not directly concerned with Yellow
Lines, this was a comment made in the survey which the Councillors though worthy
of consideration
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5. PARKING.

Village parking continues to be a major concern and attempts made by the Parish
Council to improves the situation are constantly frustrated.
Solutions to oversize van parking, particularly on Bancroft Road, have so far proved
difficult to obtain. The Parish Council agreed the contents of a letter to give to van
drivers explaining their responsibilities under the Commercial Vehicle Operators
licences which they have to obtain from the Department for Transport.
Unfortunately, the first van driver who received the letter agreed to park his vehicle
off road only to have it stolen a few days later. Faced with this outcome the Council
felt it prudent not to pursue this matter for the time being.

In an attempt to alleviate the parking
problems, Parish Council representatives
asked Corby Borough Council to allow
oversize van parking on the garage site
off Bancroft Road (top photo) and for
small van and car parking to be allowed
on the site off Berryfield Road (bottom
photo.). In addition permission was
sought to allow cars to be parked off road
on these sites. Corby Council refused
these request on the grounds of tenancy
agreements.
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A large amount of work has gone into
investigating the possible change of use of
a plot of land on Berry Road to allow car
parking space, which could help with
school parking problems. The land has
recently been cleared by Corby Borough
Council and the Parish Council have been
told that they cannot remove the old
pumping station. In addition the Borough
Council have reported that the grass covers old tanks and as such the ground is not
capable of bearing any large loads.

These photographs show examples of incosiderate
parking.
The car on the left is parked on the pavement after driving over double yellow lines
then blocking the street sign. Whilst it is not illegal to park on a verge it is ilegal to
mount either the pavement or a verge that does not have a dropped kerb. On the
right the car shown is parked and not waiting to turn right.
The schools bus is partly blocking School Lane
forcing the car to take the wrong lane to turn right.
This is a regular occurance despite numerous
requests for it to stop.
These are but a few examples of incosiderate
parking. There is little the Council can do about
this except ask people to be more thoughtful when
they park their vehicles. Often a approach is
made to regular offenders using the Borough
Council Wardens and in the case of dangerous
parking through the Police
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6. VERGES.

Parking on grass verges continues to be problematical. The Borough Council
Wardens will ask car owners not to park on verges where such parking causes
damage to both the verge and the kerbstones. However, by far the largest amount
of recent damage has been caused by work laying water pipes and broadband
cables. The Council is attempting to get both Anglia Water and Giga Clear to correct
the damage that their work has caused.

Bancroft Road
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7. THE VILLAGE SCHOOL.

The ‘school run’ is still causing problems
for the free flow of traffic through parts of
the village, particularly around the junction
of Mill Road, High Street, Berry Road (The
Triangle) and Berryfield Road. Parking
around the school adds to the dangers
faced by the school’s children.

(Ref. 2016 report, page 11)

A number of initiatives have been undertaken with a view to reduce the amount of
parking around the school at the start and the end of the school day. Park and
Stride days led by Corby Borough Council and school staff, particularly using the
Spread Eagle car park and the roads around there had some impact on the problem.
Sadly the sale of the Spread Eagle Public House has caused this initiative to falter.
To support parking at the school the adoption of the waste ground on the corner of
Berry Road and Glover Court (page 8 above) has been investigated. However, as
explained on page 8, for various reasons this is not possible.
A representative of Corby Rural Pride, is to talk to the Head of School asking him to
stress how bad the parking is and to have a word with parents. It is difficult to see a
solution to this issue whilst there are a large number of children from the outside of
Cottingham village attending the school.
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8. Traffic speed

Corby Borough Council placed a traffic radar speed sign on Corby Road at the
beginning of June 2018. During the period 27 June 2018, 12:27 o'clock to 04 July
2018, 13:52 o'clock. The following was recorded:
Number of vehicles 30361
Average speed 29.1 mph
85% of the vehicles are driving slower or up to 36
mph
Maximum speed 65 mph
However, the data does suggest that approximately
1/3 of vehicles are exceeding the 30 mph speed
limit.
There is a particular issue with vehicles traveling out of the village towards Corby
exceeding the speed limit before reaching Mill Field Road.

During March 2019 the Council took part in the
Northants Community Speed Watch scheme. Nine
one hour sessions in three different locations,
revealed six vehicles travelling at 35 mph or more,
the highest being two travelling at 39 mph.. The
vehicle owners will receive a letter from the Police
warning them of future conduct.
Whilst the traffic appeared to be higher in volume from the last time this activity was
undertaken (2010) the overall speeds were lower.
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9. Next steps.

The Council continues to work through an action plan. An example of the April
update is shown below. The issues outlined through this report will remain at the
forefront of the Council’s attempts to improve the quality of life for residents of
Cottingham

Action

Update – 11 April 2019
Present:
Tom Russell (TR)
Suzanne Preston (SP)
Peter Taylor (PT)
Apologies:
David Grayson (DG)

1. Investigate
Berry field Road Open space –
communal
1. Surfacing type – Site visit undertaken from Tarmac Ltd.
parking.
Costings received. Forwarded to TR, DG and PT.
Potential areas:
2. Legal costings - Action ongoing.
3. Ongoing investigation being made regarding the Pumping
 Small area near
station by CB Property.
1 Berry field Rd.
CB
Property
update as of 27 March : Under the land title, there are

restrictive covenants that would currently restrict the use of this land
for car parking. Also there are still a number of underground tanks
which are still in use meaning car parking would not be suitable on
this area.
The communal parking scheme cannot be considered further and will
be taken out of the action plan.

2. Commercial
vehicle parking
unsafely top of
Rockingham
Road

3.Increase patrolling
activity in all areas &
enforce where
appropriate.
4. Vehicle parking
on corner
School Lane on

3. Letter – to be raised at next PC meeting by Tom/David.
Letter has been approved. DG waiting for response from Cllr Rutt
re garage parking before proceeding. Group agreed to retain
action as pending: Update. As of January, only 1 commercial
vehicle now remaining in Bancroft/Ripley Road area.
No further update in terms of new parking problems reported.
To be arranged with local PCSO and CBC Neighbourhood Wardens.
Issuing of polite parking notices where appropriate. Ongoing.

Policing Team response as of March: No enforcement action will be
taken as although parking behaviour is highly inappropriate, it is not
technically obstructing as pedestrians can still access footpath.
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footpath

5. Warden/PCSO
attendance at
PC meetings

6. Crime statistic
information

Suggestion of CBC Wardens to visit area and issue PPN on a fortnightly
basis until end of May. Suzanne to action.
Action : Tom to forward information regarding best days /times to
visit. (Possibly early evening).
Area Wardens for Cottingham are now Karen Millsop and Brian
Houston. Email contacts: brian.houston@corby.gov.uk and
karen.millsop@corby.gov.uk
Walkabouts
 Suzanne to confirm date of next walkabout. Wardens will
continue to lead on these.
Update: 2019 walkabout dates sent to councillors
 Meeting sites to be alternated between Village Store &
Ripley/Bancroft Road
 New Action: Feedback required from previous walkabout
actions. Suzanne has tasked Brian Houston, who is currently
on annual leave and will return on Tues 23rd April.
A new website can be accessed by parishes to obtain crime statistic
data, www.police.uk
 Safety group will now also incorporate a community
safety/crime reporting function.
 Neighbourhood Alert link is proving useful for local
statistics.

7. Cottingham
Confirmation requested on whether the village scheme is still in
Neighbourhood operation.
Watch Scheme SP to contact Joe Devlin.
Update: The scheme is co-ordinated by Jane Calcott, NHW Liaison
Officer. Suzanne to contact.
8. Overgrown
PT will be approaching landowner on behalf of PC regarding a cutback.
hedgerow Rockingham
SP to conduct registry search to obtain landowner details and forward
Road
to PT. SP to chase.
9. Weed spraying
 S Morphy has agreed to attend licensing course. PC
– CBC owned
to finance course.
garage areas
Tom/Peter to contact Liam Faulkner, (Environmental Services) for
further guidance. Contact details passed on.
10. Shared parking
 Update – Email sent 16 Jan to Mr Wainde.Waiting for
provision –
response. No response received as of 28 Feb.
Spread Eagle
No further communication received from Mr Wainde.
Cottingham School have expressed an interest in the Park & Stride
scheme for the upcoming Walk to School week campaign in May
2019. Suzanne will be contacting Mr Wainde again regarding support
with the parking area.
11. Updates to
Ongoing.
local residents
12. Feedback to
Monthly report on agenda. (TR/PT)
Cottingham
Parish Council
13. Cottingham
Review meeting arranged for April between Tom and David.
Parish traffic
action plan
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14. Continue to
tackle parking
issues around
school dropoff/pick-up
times.
15. School bus
parking on
School
Lane/High
Street junction
16. Community
Speedwatch
17. TVAS unit,
Corby Road

18. TVAS units

19. Footpath
issues Blackthorn Golf
Club
20. NPT Speedgun
Operation
21. Community
Engagement
22. Fire Hydrant
checks
23. Date of next
meeting

1. Warden/PCSO parking patrols – ongoing.
Suzanne to liaise with Warden and Policing teams to schedule
further patrol activity.

Vehicle is in area before Policing shifts start.TR to send photos to
PC Brad Wilson as initial step.
To be included in report update.
Ongoing – Further information to be obtained by TR to be
passed on to PC Brad Wilson.
Training completed. Speedwatch sessions to be booked in with Joe
Devlin.
Update regarding data collation as of April - SP advised the situation
still hasn’t been clarified. Ivan Barkham (Nhood Warden) has been
tasked with collating for the Desborough paid scheme only. Suzanne
is progressing further with the Senior Neighbourhood Manager
regarding future data management of all Corby borough units. There
are current staffing capacity issues at present.
4 quotes now obtained. Parish Council to discuss options further at
next meeting. Ongoing.
TVAS unit currently operating on Corby Road.
PT reported the NCC Rights of Way Team are currently arranging for
new vandal proof signage to be produced.

May dates to be scheduled in. Suzanne to contact NPT.
Surgery dates have been confirmed by PCSO Joe Devlin. SP to join
sessions where available.
Response received from Watch commander Dave Smith 18 Jan.
Waiting for response from Hydrant Technician Team.
SP to obtain date confirmation if possible.
Thursday 30 May, 7.15pm at Cllr Russell’s address.

24. Vehicle parking
on School Lane

DG to forward photos to SP. Area wardens to be tasked with issuing
PPN to vehicle in first instance and monitor.

25. Warden/PCSO
attendance at
PC meetings

Area Wardens for Cottingham are now Karen Millsop and Brian
Houston. Email contacts: brian.houston@corby.gov.uk and
karen.millsop@corby.gov.uk
Walkabouts
 Suzanne to confirm date of next walkabout. Wardens will
continue to lead on these.
Update: 2019 walkabout dates sent to councillors
 Meeting sites to be alternated between Village Store &
Ripley/Bancroft Road

26. Crime statistic
information

A new website can be accessed by parishes to obtain crime statistic
data, www.police.uk
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27. Overgrown
hedgerow Rockingham
Road
28. Vehicle parking
issue – School
Lane
29. Parking issue,
Blue Jaguar –
Berryfield Rd
30. Weed spraying
– CBC owned
garage areas

31. Shared parking
provision –
Spread Eagle

32. Updates to
local residents
33. Feedback to
Cottingham
Parish Council

Safety group will now also incorporate a community
safety/crime reporting function.
DG to send Neighbourhood Alert link to Tom

PT will be approaching landowner on behalf of PC regarding a cutback.
SP to conduct registry search to obtain landowner details and forward
to PT. No update- SP to chase.
DG to forward photos to SP. Update – Details forwarded to Wardens
to action
Vehicle has since been removed

CBC does not undertake regular weed spraying, only on an ad
hoc basis in areas with prolific/problematic weed growth.
 S Morphy has agreed to attend licensing course. PC
to finance course.
 Update – NCC responded advising equipment would
no longer be available. SP has contacted
Environmental Services for further information.
Following positive discussions with landlord, car park area is
available to customers for the village store in addition to school
parking. Update – current issue around insurance liability.
Landlord insurance is only valid when the car park facility is
technically open. David to discuss further with Rob Wainde.
 Parish council objected planning application for car
park development.
 Update – Email sent 16 Jan to Mr Wainde.Waiting for
response
Ongoing.
Monthly report on agenda. (TR/PT)

15 Cottingham
Parish traffic
action plan

Version 2 tabled by DG. An update was tabled at Parish Council
meeting on 3 May. Review now scheduled for March 2019 in line
with annual reports for May. DG to send copy of annual report to SP.

16 Continue to
tackle parking
issues around
school dropoff/pick-up
times.

1. Warden/PCSO parking patrols – ongoing.
 School liaison to continue regarding future delivery of Park &
Stride activity.
 Spread Eagle has agreed to allow parents to use car park area
as a regular drop-off/pick up point for the long term. Pending
outcome of discussions around insurance.
Update - Currently waiting for response from Mr Wainde

17 School bus

Vehicle is in area before Policing shifts start.TR to send photos to
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parking on
School
Lane/High
Street junction
18 Community
Speedwatch
19 TVAS unit,
Corby Road
20 TVAS units

PC Brad Wilson as initial step.

Update: paperwork has been forwarded to Joe Devlin.
 Training scheduled for 9 Feb
SP to enquire if unit records vehicle both ways.
Update - Request re data collation passed on to Laura Shaw, CBC
Neighbourhood manager. Waiting for response
4 quotes now obtained. Parish Council to discuss options further at
next meeting. Ongoing.
TVAS unit currently operating on Corby Road.

21 Footpath
issues Blackthorn Golf
Club
22 Speedgun
Operation

23 Community
Engagement
24 Fire Hydrant
checks

Public footpath signage near golf course is damaged/twisted. SP to
contact NCC Rights of Way Team regarding repairs.
 NCC have confirmed they will not be undertaking repairs.
 PT to arrange meeting with NCC Rights of Way to discuss
way forward regarding issue.
SP to liaise with Rural Policing Team to schedule in activity for
December.
Update – Speedgun Op on 22 Jan was postponed due to other
operational commitments. Will be re-scheduled for Feb.
SP to discuss planning in 2019 community surgeries with Joe Devlin.
Update - Joe currently in process of allocating dates. Will be
forwarded onto Parish Councillors once arranged.
Response received from Watch commander Dave Smith 18 Jan.
Waiting for response from Hydrant Technician Team
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